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The Cosmic Landscape 
by Dr. Leonard Susskind

 Book explains the possible landscape of physical laws that lead to 
different multiverses.

 Used to explain the anthropic principle 

 Why does our existence depend on cosmic fine tuning?



Feynman Diagrams

 Light behaves as a particle and a wave.

 The light-slit experiment

 Destructive interference

 QED (Quantum Electrodynamics)

 Electron, Photon, etc.

 Used to understand the nucleus of the atom



Feynman Diagrams (II)

Antimatter



Feynman Diagrams (III)

 Coupling Constant

 Used as the strength depicted at the vertex of a Feynman Diagram

 Ex. A photon emitted from an electron

 Pertain to Quantum Field Theory

 1/137 electrons emit a photon

 Helps describe the strength of an exchange diagram

 Determines the electric forces of charged particles

 Can be used to describe the Standard Model (modern theory of 

elementary particles.



Feynman Diagrams (IV)

 QCD (Quantum Chromodynamics)

 Used to explain more fundamental particles. (waves?)

 Quarks (six)

 Up/down (u-,d-)

 Strange/charmed (s-, c-)

 Bottom/top (b-, t-)

 Similar to electrons but heavier

 Why six and not two?  This is a mystery in physics

 Usually only need u-,d-quarks

 Protons and neutrons contain quarks (3 quarks in each)

 Proton (2 u-quarks and 1 d-quark)

 Proton have charge of +1 but quarks are factions (2/3+2/3-1/3=+1)



Feynman Diagrams (V)

 Gluons

 Binds quarks together

 Alpha (QCD) is 100x stronger than the fine tune constant Alpha(QED)



Feynman Diagrams (VI)

 Weak interactions

 Neutrino

 Similar to electron without charge

 W-boson

 Similar to photon or a gluon but with charge (+/-)



Cosmological Constant

 Issue

 If the constant is too negative the universe would never inflate

 Not allow for formation of galaxies or atoms

 If the constant is too positive the universe would hyper inflate and material would not stick 
together.

 There is a sweet spot that allow for our physical world to exist

 Anthropic principle

 Vacuum Energy

 Quantum jitter

 Einstein’s big mistake, he thought vacuum energy did not exist.

 Bosons and Fermions

 Femions of the same type cannot occupy the same quantum state (electrons)

 Bosons can share the same quantum state (photons)

 Virtual bosons have positive energy and virtual fermions have negative energy.

 Professionals don’t know why the vaccum energy is not enormous.



Cosmological Constant (II)

 Quantum texture of space is at the Planck's length

 10e-33 cm



Law of Physics

 Determined by the environment

 what? Is it not true that physical laws constant?

 No, they are determined on the landscape that 

the “universe” is occupying.

 Vacuum environment determines the list of 

elementary particles and their properties.

 Hills and valleys on the landscapes

 Whole universes occupy pockets along this 

landscape

 Potential energy is the altitude of the landscape.

 If the magnetic field were the only field then the 

landscape will be one-dimensional. 



Higgs Field / Particle

 Higgs field provides particles their mass

 Per the standard model particles would be 
massless if there did not exist a Higgs field that 
the particles did not travel through.

 Since particles have mass then a Higgs field 
needs to exist.

 Higgs-scape (2-d only) (complicated in with 
electric and magnetic field dimensions)

 If Higgs field is zero then a large energy 
density will result.

 Physists currently think that the Higgs field was 
at zero at the start of the universe and 
increased as the universe cooled, resulting in a 
reduction in energy density and the 
allowance of our existence. 



Cosmology

 Spectral lines of starlight

 Determines the chemical 

makeup of the a star 

because the photons are 

absorbed in the 

surrounding gas of a star.

 Doppler Effect

 Hubble’s data



Topology

 Positive, negative, and flat curvature

 K=0 flat, k=1 closed universe – 3-sphere, k=-1 open 

universe

 Type I supernovae

 Supernovae - Dying star turns into a neutron star

 Type one made from a star and a white dwarf.

 The white dwarf pulls material from the normal star until it 
implodes.

 Can be used to determine how for a star is.

 WMAP – Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe

 Space seems flat but the universe is much bigger than 

we can see.



Inflation

 Universe expanded with a stable “high” vacuum energy.

 Then the vacuum energy dropped sharply and resulted in a very small 

cosmological constant allowing the formation of galaxies.



Neutron Star

 Three main types of star death

 White dwarfs

 Matter is pressurized but the more complex 

nuclei are remain in star through gravity.

 Larger stars may end up as a black hole

 Neutron stars

 End up blowing up and the out complex 

matter is blow outward from the pressure 

from the neutrinos



Hadrons and Strings

 Particles made of quarks, anti-quarks and gluons

 Described within QCD



Strings

 Compactification

 Dimension rolling up 

 Supersymmetry

 Zero on the landscape

 World of opposites

 Does not exist



M-Theory

 5 version of superstring theory

 Two open strings

 Type IA and Type IB

 Three closed strings

 Type IIA, Type IIB and Hetedrotic

 M-Theory 

 Only has membranes



D-Branes

 0-brane

 Point

 1-brane

 String

 2-brane

 Flexible sheet

 3-brane

 Space in a 4d world

 10D world has a 9-brane



Calabi Yau Manifold



Metastability

 Stability

 Resilience to change

 Instability

 Has a propensity for change

 Metastabiity

 Seems stable but has a tipping point

 Metastable de Sitter Space

 Inflating space where there is nucleation taking place, but the space between 

them are increasing.


